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I electric power consumption in Germany ≈ 60GWel

I but 80% power consumption are nonelectric, (energy for
transportation, warm water, space heating and in part for
process heating)

I therefore: ’Energiewende’: 60GWel 99K 300GWel

Problem, needed: controlled wind-solar power generation of 60
GWel {300 GWel}.



database: power data over 7 years (2015 - 2021) from ENTSO-E

averaged power (GW) and scaling
year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

el. power demand P̄d 57.1 57.2 57.7 57.9 56.4 55.1 57.7
w-s volatile power ¯̂Pv 12.8 12.7 15.8 17.1 18.9 20.0 18.3

Scaling factor sf required!



Scaling: sf selected such that ¯̂Pv · sf = P̄v = P̄d

I energy demand: Ed(t) =
´ t
0 Pd(t ′)dt ′

I volatile energy generation: Ev (t) =
´ t
0 Pv (t ′)dt ′

I stored energy: Es(t) =
´ t
0 Ps(t ′)dt ′s

Together, Ansatz:
Ed(t + τ) + Es(t) = (1 + α) · Ev (t) − Edisc(t)

with

I τ = delay function, simulates smart meters
I α · Ev (t) =surplus energy
I Edisc =’discarded’ energy



Ed(t + τ) + Es(t) = (1 + α) · Ev (t) − Edisc(t)

Three characteristic numbers

I nλ=range of smart meters: nλ = 4.4 [days]
I nδ=days out of prescribed range: nδ = 6 [days]
I nσ=days for which smart meters are active: nσ = 36 [days]



Conclusion
based on i) precise (partly scaled) data over 7 years (2015-2021), ii)
surplus of power, iii) smart meter and iv) characteristic numbers
(nλ, nδ, nσ) our approach predicts:
1. Germany’s present electric power demand of ≈ 60GW can be

supplied by wind-solar power alone.
2. Formidable volatility suppressed by storage capacity of

0.3TWh - 1TWh.
3. ≈ 100% surplus of wind-solar power devices required.
extrapolation to 300 GW case:

I formidable volatility suppressed by storage capacity
of 1.5TWh - 5TWh.

II almost every roof and possibly a significant part of
facades have to be covered with solar cells.

III 270 000 windturbines of type (6MW, 200m height)
are required(area of Germany 360 000 km2)


